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The Clyfford Still Museum
Web-Based Touchscreen Video Kiosk Platform,
Digital Catalogue for Works on Paper and
Website Redesign & Redevelopment

Clyfford Still Museum’s video kiosk platform was built to scale with
the museum’s growing video library. The priorities for the system
were to make the videos accessible to people with hearing
impairments; to design a system that could be content managed
from afar; and to create an architecture that could scale with the
content—one that could easily accommodate as many videos as
desirable, and allow for flexibility in the organization and
presentation of those videos on a station-by-station,
screen-by-screen basis.
It features touchscreen navigation; closed captioned videos; and the
ability to create, publish, and maintain multiple custom interfaces
simultaneously. Although the application was built for onsite
audiences, the new system leverages web standards for
accessibility and sustainability.
The technical configuration is a lightweight, easy-to-update system
that fits well into CSM’s technology stack and can accommodate an
infinite number of videos and combinations thereof. The interface’s
content management is handled through WordPress. The
application itself is written in React JS, and communicates with
WordPress via a JSON feed. The videos and captions are hosted on
Vimeo and accessed by the kiosk application through Vimeo’s API.
Each station runs on a Mac Mini that is configured for touch inputs
(which is not native in Mac OS). The application runs in Chrome
through the Kiosk app extension for a frameless, secured
experience.
The presentation Emotion, Intimacy and Space: Designing and
Developing the Clyfford Still Museum’s In-Gallery Video Kiosk
System, given at the MCN Conference in 2018, discussed how
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digital design can reflect the physical space in which it is installed,
how graphic and movement choices affect visitors’ sense of
intimacy, and how the interactive components of museum visitors’
experience can be made approachable through the collaborating
disciplines of design and development.
See the site online: http://video.clyffordstillmuseum.org

Clyfford Still: The Works on Paper is the first exhibition devoted
exclusively to Still’s graphic art. The accompanying exhibition
catalogue, the Clyfford Still Museum’s first in a digital format,
provides a visually rich experience of never-before-seen works.
Distribution online has ensured a much larger audience for this
work, a major priority for the museum, whose collection rarely
travels outside Denver. Online user sessions for the publication
have far exceeded our expectations in numbers and geographic
reach, and quickly surpassed estimates for sold copies of a print
run.
The online publication features installation photographs from every
gallery wall in the exhibition, as well as high-resolution images of
all 256 objects included in the exhibition. The deep-zoom interface
allows for an intimate examination of these drawings, revealing
evidence of Still’s hand and his mastery of drawing media.
The publication was created using a static-site-generator plugin
(Simply Static) on a custom-built theme in WordPress. Inspired by
recent work in digital publishing by the Getty Museum, the
static-site approach helps ensure stability and longevity for the
publication and its scholarly content. E-pub and PDF formats are
also available via the online publication at no charge. A 152-page
print-on-demand softcover catalogue is available through CSM’s
online store.
See the site online: https://pubs.clyffordstillmuseum.org

Featuring a bold, responsive design, the website for the Clyfford
Still Museum launched in October, 2014. This site helps the museum
position itself as a destination, a site of pilgrimage for art lovers
interested in the life and work of master abstract expressionist
painter Clyfford Still.
The project goals were to simplify the navigation and information
architecture; build a new, more flexible and user-friendly content
management system; and provide a updated, responsive design that
featured more generous visuals and highlighted the museum’s
building—an architectural gem.
We employed an agile approach and worked with museum
stakeholders to identify institutional priorities for the
redevelopment project. We conducted several assessments of the
previous site, including a site audit and a usability study, as well as
several assessments of the information architecture throughout the
process, to test our assumptions and inform our final decisions.
See the site online: https://clyffordstillmuseum.org

Team

Design for the video kiosk: Renata Graw for Normal. Design for
the main website: Scott Reinhard. Development: Marty
Spellerberg, Will Meier, and Zack Rothauser for Spellerberg
Associates. Content strategy and project management: Sarah
Wambold for the Clyfford Still. Oversight: Dean Sobel, Victoria
Eastburn and John Eding for the Clyfford Still.
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